
The Managing General Agent

Threats and Opportunities  
in the Darwinian Economy



TThe commoditization of capital and technology has reached critical mass. In the insurance 

industry, these twin forces are lowering barriers to entry and driving fierce competition, sending 

incumbents scrambling for growth. This is the Darwinian Economy, an environment where players 

must adapt to survive, and it appears it will be with us for a while. 

In this turbulent market, managing general agents (MGAs) have enjoyed a much higher growth rate 

than the overall commercial property and casualty market, but signs show this gap may be narrowing. 

As capital and technology fuel new initiatives at insurtechs and traditional carriers, MGAs face new 
competitive threats. 

To thrive in this environment MGAs need to play to the elements of their value proposition that will be 

difficult for others to replicate. MGAs that maintain their advantages of cost, speed, and profitability 
will attract carriers looking to enter niche markets, and drive new partnerships with reinsurers and 

alternative capital providers seeking to bypass the carrier and move closer to the customer.

To remain relevant, MGAs should also consider using technology as a differentiator and a driver of greater 

efficiency. MGAs that own their systems will be well-positioned to attract new partners and will have much 

greater agility when a partner decides to exit the market. The message here is simple: own your system, 
and own your book.



“All of the technology required 
to transform industries 
through software finally works 
  and can be widely delivered  
  at global scale.”
– Marc Andreesen, technology guru and founder of Netscape, 2011
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The twin forces of capital and technology

Abundant capital driving a soft market

The total global money supply is estimated at $81-199 trillion1, with 
pension fund assets alone representing approximately $36 trillion2. This 
abundance of capital is making its way into the insurance industry in 
the form of alternative capacity – money provided outside of traditional 
reinsurers from sources such as pensions, sovereign wealth funds, and 
hedge funds. Alternative capital has stolen increasing market share 
from reinsurers each year. At the end of 2016, there was $81 billion of 
alternative capacity in the market – nearly 14% of total reinsurer capital3. 

What’s been the impact of this new capital? For one, it has led to increased 
capacity among insurers and generally soft rates, with the composite insurance 
rate in the US showing a decline each quarter for the past four years.5 

For program writers, the amount of capacity in the market today is the 
number one challenge, according to Christopher L. Pesce, president, 
Maritime Program Group. “It all boils down to the fact that there’s so much 
capital in the marketplace and that’s not changing anytime soon. Program 
administrators must find a way to deliver more value than just the 
product,” he said. “We’re up against a commoditization of our products 
that are being offered by everyone under the sun.”6

Technology reaches a tipping point

With easy access to state-of-the-art data centers, such as those supporting 
the Microsoft Azure platform, the cloud has become the great equalizer. 
Instead of spending millions to create a data center, companies can now 
build applications that run on world-class remote data centers at a fraction 
of the cost. Microsoft, for example, has built cloud data centers around 
the world at a cost of half a billion dollars each. These facilities pack the 
equivalent of ten data centers into a 40-foot shipping container, with 
economical storage and processing power, and state-of-the-art security.    
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Shaking up the status quo

Together, the forces of technology and capital are lowering barriers to 
entry in the insurance market. New entrants are experimenting with new 
business models, new distribution models, new technologies, and new 
products. These innovators are applying the lessons of Silicon Valley, 
bypassing multi-year, multi-million-dollar development projects to focus 
on producing quickly while spending modestly to engage customers and 
build brand equity.

Much of this market disruption is simply a response to customer 
expectations shaped by web- and mobile-enabled experiences in other 
industries. Insureds, especially the millennial generation, are looking for 
a digital experience covering the entire insurance life cycle, from quote 
to claim. An online quote alone is no longer sufficient. And as millennials 
make their way into the workforce, these expectations are beginning to 
permeate the commercial lines market, too. 

Web-based portal front ends and automated quoting and underwriting 
are placing more control into the hands of the customer, dramatically 
reducing the time and cost required for an insurer to process a policy.

Agents, too, have expanding expectations. In prior years, it was sufficient 
to offer online quoting. Today, it is not uncommon for agents and brokers 
to demand the ability to conduct all transactions on the web, including 
renewals. As with insureds, this is a direct result of experiences with other 
web applications where full service is the norm.

These new approaches are not exclusive to insurtech start-ups. Traditional 
insurance companies are adopting new approaches to keep pace with the 
changing market. Lean business practices are taking over, leading to minimal 
viable products, a “build-learn-measure” dynamic, and greater program 
experimentation. Iterative agile development is maximizing customer 
satisfaction, and delivery times are more streamlined than ever before. These 
moves are narrowing the gap between carriers and MGAs, and MGAs will 
need to be ever more sophisticated in positioning their value add.
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Bumpy ride ahead for MGAs?

Programs have been a bright spot in an otherwise challenged commercial 
property and casualty market. An analysis by TMPAA estimates program 
premiums of $36.1 billion in 201615. Leading into 2016 the program 
business had grown an average of 8.5% annually for five straight years7,  
as much as four times faster than the overall commercial P&C market.

However, the ongoing soft market, especially for commercial lines, is 
beginning to take its toll on the program market. The 5.3% growth in 2016  
still exceeds the 1.3% growth for the property-casualty market overall, but  
has dropped from 6.1% in 201515, and there are emerging signs of  
trouble ahead.

In a recent Conning survey of MGA executives, the soft market and 
increasing competitiveness led their concerns. They warn of too many 
insurer entrants into the program business that lack the underwriting or 
segment knowledge to write business responsibly.

“We need to look at how we can deliver value to the client,” said Hyperion 
Insurance CEO, David Howden. “The old things are getting devalued and 
a new space is opening up. Other players have worked this out and are 
coming into that new space to compete with MGAs. Insurtech is also 
creeping into that space and looking at how to deliver lower costs.”10

Traditional insurers are catching on, too. Farmers Insurance, for example, 
recently introduced a new food truck insurance product that combines 
coverages normally spread across multiple lines of business. 

“Looking forward, there is no easing to either the soft pricing market or 
overcapacity, so seasoned MGAs and program market insurers that have 
managed through cycles in the past will be best positioned for success,” 
said Steve Webersen, Head of Insurance Research at Conning9.

T R O U B L E  A H E A D
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Disruption also creates opportunity

In the past year, several insurers have exited the program market due 
to poor performance in certain lines, led by commercial auto, spawning 
a new wave of program administrators and MGAs seeking replacement 
insurer partners. “However, we have also seen the emergence of 
significant new insurer-MGA partnerships, new programs, and continued 
strong MGA mergers and acquisitions activity,” said Webersen.

One new source of opportunity for the MGA springs from the changing 
dynamic among established players. Investment is being funneled into 
the value chain through new sources, including reinsurers, fronting 
carriers and multi-year capital providers such as pension funds. All these 
constituents are looking for a direct path to the customer, and the MGA 
provides a shortcut.

While this value chain disruption may cause pain for incumbent carriers, 
nimble MGAs can play both sides of this market shift. Entrepreneurial 
capital can link a reinsurer, an A.M. Best A-rated fronting carrier, and an 
MGA into a vertically integrated team that offers specialized products to 
targeted markets. For traditional carriers facing intensified competition 
from the influx of capital, MGAs can offer a cost-effective solution for 
pursuing new growth markets. 

MGAs can prolong their advantage by maintaining superior expertise, 
operational efficiencies through technology investment, and strong 
relationships. In particular, those that acquire their own systems will have 
greater flexibility to choose from among new partnering opportunities, 
and the agility to react quickly if a partner chooses to exit the market. 
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Nurture the MGA advantage

With persistent excess capacity and declining rates, carriers searching for 
new premium dollars are attracted to the profitability that comes with  
an MGA’s specialty underwriting skills. 

MGAs should not underestimate the value their deep expertise provides 
for a carrier seeking to penetrate a new market niche. Industry experts 
agree that nimble MGAs can compete by harnessing their insider 
knowledge of a state, product, or target customer to drive more profitable 
underwriting.  This is hard for a carrier to replicate using staff underwriters 
with no specific expertise in a class of business. 

MGAs offer cost advantages, too. Because the overall cost of using an 
MGA is more economical than building a profitable portfolio organically – 
considering the cost of building the retail distribution, underwriting talent 
and systems support – the MGA business model is still one of the most 
efficient ways for insurers to enter new markets and expand their reach. 

Pressures on insurers’ expenses and the need for growth should 
continue to drive demand for the MGA/program market. With MGA 
combined ratios 6.7 points lower on average than that of the broader 
property/casualty market over the past ten years11, MGAs provide a 
ready path to profitable growth. 

As more players recognize the attractiveness of the program space, 
competition is sure to intensify. MGAs will need to stay one step ahead 
of carriers and new market upstarts if they are to remain relevant. “MGAs 
have to be able to respond to the customer better than any of the 
standard carriers do. If you can’t respond with technology to get to the 
customer, or with efficient service, or with the products and all the  
other things we do better than traditional carriers, there’s no reason for  
MGAs to exist,” said Doug Gaudet, Chief Executive Officer at Stratus  
Risk Underwriters4.

  MGA combined ratio

6.7 points lower
 on average than broader
property and casualty market
  for the past 10 years
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Technology can be an MGA game changer

To stay ahead of those who would encroach on the program space, and 
remain relevant to potential partners, MGAs will need technology to 
deliver products and services quickly and cost-effectively. Technology can 
be central to a carrier’s selection of an MGA, and strong technology can 
enhance an MGA’s brand.   

“Customers have very high expectations and want instant gratification. 
Having a technology partner with the wherewithal to move quickly and 
efficiently will enhance our ability to compete in today’s marketplace,”  
says Gaudet.

Technology can also serve to differentiate an MGA from other program 
writers. According to Cory Crosland, CEO of Croscon, “two of the major 
differentiators of MGAs that are competing effectively are, first, that 
they have innovative technology that brings real differentiation to the 
program and, second, that their technology integrates with carrier 
systems and vice versa.”4 

This second point about integration is critical. Program underwriting 
operations can be expensive to run, and interaction with carrier systems 
is often manual. Technologies that can exchange data with agency 
management, rating, policy writing and CRM solutions can generate 
significant savings and help MGAs and program administrators deliver 
incremental value. 

Technology and the market are constantly evolving, so MGAs must be 
vigilant in their efforts to keep pace with the changes. As Crosland says, 
“in our industry, a company needs to evaluate its systems constantly, 
because the only thing that’s constant is change. If you’re not tweaking 
and updating, you will not be able to compete. The bottom line is that 
MGAs must be more agile and more adaptive to changes in the market.”
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A Concluding Thought 

While the future is hard to predict, the market has its own relentless 
logic which is easy to see. The companies that survive will be those that 
can adapt to changes in their surrounding environment and respond 
to emerging opportunities. Those not flexible enough to do this, will fall 
by the wayside. MGAs hold a prime position in the market today, and by 
careful nurturing of those attributes that deliver unique value, and the 
intelligent application of technology, they will continue to thrive in the 
Darwinian Economy. 

A   D   A   P   T
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The Instec insurance platform
In an environment where players are rewarded for reacting quickly 
to new opportunities, owning your own system is a key enabler.  With 
Instec, MGAs can launch innovative programs, using an extensive library 
of bureau content and custom rates, rules and forms. Our cloud-based 
architecture minimizes up-front cost, and because you own the data, you 
have total flexibility when it’s time to choose a carrier.

Instec’s insurance platform meets the critical need to adapt to a 
changing environment, through these core system attributes:

n   Rapid time to market.  MGAs have begun quoting with Instec’s policy 
system in as little as 4 weeks, in all 50 states, for multiple lines. Our 
FastTrack implementation and cloud-based deployment minimize time 
and resource demand.

n   Compliance-ready. The system’s comprehensive library of bureau 
rates, rules and forms, for multiple lines in all 50 states, provides 75-90% 
of the finished program content out of the box. 

n   Optimal Cost of Ownership. Instec’s SaaS pricing and cloud 
deployment align software and infrastructure cost with revenue, so 
MGAs can launch programs into the market at a low entry cost, then 
scale up quickly and affordably as the business grows.

n   Reliability. Instec’s staff of insurance experts apply their expertise to 
codify and implement the most efficient business processes, and proven 
business rules. And with each new bureau update, Instec experts 
ensure that client customizations are preserved.

n   Accessible Data. With Instec’s accessible data structure, MGAs have 
painlessly migrated entire books, eliminated duplicate data entry, and 
integrated seamlessly with carrier systems and agent portals for faster 
quoting and policy issuance.

n   Business-Driven. Self-service configuration and an intuitive user 
interface have enabled business users to complete 60-80% of rates, 
rules and forms customization with little or no assistance from IT staff 
or outside services.

These elements combine to create rapid time to value, a return on 
investment that’s an order of magnitude greater than the typical multi-
year, multi-million-dollar enterprise system project.

Instec systems are running at over 200 rating companies, with programs 
for over 230 market niches, representing over $2 billion in premium. 
Nobody knows programs like Instec.  

   MGAs have begun quoting with 
Instec’s policy system in as little as 

4 weeks, 
 in all 50 states,  
             for multiple lines.
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